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Abstract: With the huge amount of data on the Web, looking for desired information can be a time-consuming task.
Wikipedia is a helpful tool because it is the largest, most-popular general reference site on the Internet. Most search
engines rank Wikipedia pages among the top listed results. However, because many articles on Wikipedia are manually
updated by users, several articles lack information and must be upgraded. That necessary information for updates can
sometimes be found on the Web. Uprooting this information from the Web involves a time-consuming process of reading, analyzing and summarizing the information for the user. To support the user search process and to help Wikipedia
contributors in the updating process of articles, we propose a method of finding valuable complementary information
related to the Web. Experiments showed that our method was quite eﬀective in retrieving important complementary
information from Web pages.
Keywords: Web mining, Wikipedia, topic modeling

1. Introduction
Since the early days of the Internet, the amount of information
available on the world wide web has been growing exponentially.
Because the number of people that have the means to access the
Internet is growing, the amount of data is also expected to grow
even more rapidly as diﬀerent technologies such as smart phones
and tablets become increasingly common. Every person on the
globe who has access to the Internet can upload contents, create
blogs, have a diary, post information related to certain products,
write reviews, and perform other tasks. Gleaning useful information from this humongous amount of data constitutes a great
challenge of this era for information retrieval scientists.
One problem with information related to the Web is the fact
that information is scattered through diﬀerent sources such as
Web pages and databases. For a user, looking for information
about a certain topic going through all these information sources
is expected to be time-consuming. Many studies have been conducted on that matter [4], [10].
To organize knowledge available on the Web, many online encyclopedias have been developed. One example of these eﬀorts is
the free online encyclopedia, Wikipedia. Wikipedia is based on a
collaborative approach, i.e., Wikipedia enables individuals from
all over the world to add their contributions to articles. This feature particularly helped Wikipedia gaining momentum between
articles that it covers compared to other encyclopedias. In addi1
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tion, one other quality of Wikipedia is the fact that Wikipedia articles are often updated quickly for certain domains of knowledge
and the coverage of current events is extensive. These advantages
helped Wikipedia gain large success among users, making it the
first reference site in the world ranking among the top ten most
visited websites in the world *1 .
One advantage of Wikipedia, as previously stated, is the fact
that it contains a huge number of articles. However, one major
problem among others with Wikipedia is that, many of these articles are still regarded as stub articles. In fact, a Wikipedia article *2 reports that more than 35% of Wikipedia articles were stub
articles in 2006. Although this number has probably improved
over time, the existence of many stub articles cannot be denied.
Wikipedia defines a stub article as an article having only few sentences of text which, although providing some useful information,
is too short to provide encyclopedic coverage of a subject, and can
be expanded. Wikipedia, in an eﬀort to recognize these articles,
has introduced a rating system for articles. Users are asked to
give their feedback on the trustworthiness, objectivity, completeness, and whether the articles are well-written or not. Aside of
articles marked as stub articles, there are many articles that do
not oﬀer good coverage of the subject they purportedly explain.
On the other hand, such lacking information can sometimes be
found on the Web. For example in the case of Yutaka Taniyama,
who is a famous Japanese mathematician who committed suicide,
the Wikipedia article provides no information about his background or hobbies. However information about these aspects of
his life can be found on the Web. As in this example, one question
that comes to the mind for most Wikipedia users is whether any
valuable information not included in the Wikipedia article can be
*1
*2

http://www.alexa.com
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/User:Dantheox
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found on the Web.
One challenge with Web pages is that, in contrast to Wikipedia,
they are usually not well organized with the information grouped
into sections and subsections. Therefore manually searching for
information can be a time-consuming process because the user
must analyze each page to obtain the desired information or
knowledge.
As an approach to improve these Wikipedia articles and to answer user needs for obtaining complementary information, we
present a method of automatically retrieving valuable information from the Web and presenting it to the user. Our idea is based
on topical analysis of Wikipedia articles and Web pages retrieved
from the Web. Given a Wikipedia article on a certain subject,
we use the Wikipedia article title as a query and use a search engine to retrieve Web pages. We proceed to conduct topic retrieval
from the collection composed by the Wikipedia article and the
retrieved Web pages. Subsequently, we process these topics to
extract valuable knowledge. Automatic retrieval of valuable information from the Web is expected to contribute greatly to the
user search process by saving time spent to analyze other Web
pages or articles manually to gain maximum information. In addition, our method can be useful to improve Wikipedia because
it can serve as an indicator to the users when updating Wikipedia
article contents.
We conducted some experiments using Web pages that had
been obtained by querying search engines. The results of our
experiments showed that our method is useful to retrieve complementary information from the Web pages.
We modify the proposed method in the preliminary version [7],
and reexamine all the experiments described there. In addition,
we newly conduct experiments for comparing our method with a
naı̈ve method utilizing tf-idf.

2. Problem Formulation
Our goal is to gather valuable information from the Web to
complement a Wikipedia article. A user can receive many pages
related to the subject of a Wikipedia article using a search engine on the Web. This user, to obtain a full view of the subject,
is obliged to analyze information included in the article and all
pages obtained using the search engine. The user’s search experience could be greatly improved if we were able to complement
the article automatically using the information.
We target complementary information of two kinds:
Information improving topic coverage: information derived
from topics that are not covered in the Wikipedia article.
Detailed information: information related to topics already
covered but adding new specificities to the Wikipedia article
content.
Both the information improving topic coverage and the detailed
information are useful for the user search experience. The main
problem here lies in how to model the information included in the
article and all the pages obtained using the search engine considering the fact that a page and a Wikipedia article can address multiple topics. For a page covering multiple topics, it is challenging
to find its part which contains complementary information about
a certain topic. We use a topic model explained in Section 4.2.
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We plan to retrieve the information from a topical perspective.
We distinguish the following topics of two types to evaluate our
proposal:
Human based topics: information that is linked thematically
and which can be grouped into the same category by a human assessor.
Latent topics: topics obtained using a generative topic modeling process.

3. Related Work
Liu et al. [8] proposed a system called WebCompare for Web
site comparison. The goal of this system is to extract information
defined by the authors as “Unexpected Information,” that is, information relevant but unknown to the user or contradicting the
user’s beliefs or expectations. For given competitive Web sites,
their system gathers all Web pages. They represent each page
as a vector using the term frequency inverse document frequency
(tf-idf) weighting scheme and cluster them using the similarity of
these Web page vectors.
Their goal is similar to ours in the sense that they attempt to
retrieve relevant information that is unknown to the user. This unexpected information can also be regarded as complementary information because it complements knowledge related to the user
about diﬀerent aspects of these Web pages. The main diﬀerences
of this approach from our method is the fact that our method’s
main target for information gathering is the Web and that our
method considers the multiplicity of topics that can be addressed
in the contents of a single Web page.
In the area of cross-media information retrieval, Ma et al. [10]
presented a topic content based method for retrieving news Web
pages related to a specified video sequence. Their goal is for
a video sequence to provide the user with diﬀerent viewpoints
on the same topic. The process of information gathering is as
follows: from a video sequence, they extract the caption contents and then generate subject-content based expanded queries
to query general search engines to retrieve news articles related
to the video. They defined the subject as the dominant terms in a
video sequence and the content as the terms that have a strong cooccurrence relation with the subject terms. The main diﬀerences
from our approach are that our emphasis is not solely on news
articles but also on general Web pages. Furthermore, we incorporate consideration of the multiplicity of topics that can be covered
in a Web page because general Web pages might have multiple
topics, in contrast to news articles, which usually address a single
topic.
Yeung et al. [17] proposed a framework for assisting users enriching Wikipedia articles written in diﬀerent languages. The proposed method first takes two Wikipedia articles about the same
subject which are written in diﬀerent languages. The method then
segments the articles using sentences as a unit. Each sentence is
translated using machine translation services. They are mutually
compared using vector representation for each sentence. Using
this process, the proposed method identifies new information that
is included in the document in one language (source document),
but not in the same document written in another language (target document). Then it provides the best place for insertion of
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a translated version of the new information obtained from the
source document into the target document by label propagation
techniques. To achieve their goal, the authors proposed a method
based on phrases as a unit base for comparison. Their goal closely
resembles ours because the target is to find information that is
lacking in a Wikipedia article, but from a multilingual perspective. Our method diﬀers from this approach because our method
is based on a topic-level comparison and our goal is to complement the Wikipedia articles from information retrieved from the
Web.
Nadamoto et al. [11] proposed a method for finding content holes, which is information that users are unaware of, in
community-type contents of resources such as SNS and blogs.
Their method relies on using Wikipedia as a source to obtain more
general information about a community-type discussion subject.
They compare threads in a community with articles on Wikipedia
that cover the same topic and then extract coverage based content
hole from Wikipedia. Their method is similar to ours because
increasing the coverage is a target of this study, although their
goal, which is upgrading the coverage of Wikipedia articles, is
fundamentally diﬀerent from ours.
Many studies have been done to obtain similar Web pages such
as Refs. [4], [12], [13]. Nakatani et al. [14] proposed a method
to rank the results obtained using a search engine according to
the degree of diﬃculty with the easiest to understand being first.
These reports describe various methods that are useful to obtain information from a certain perspective. However we are not
aware of a method using a probabilistic topic approach for this
purpose.

4. Our Approach
In this section, we present a method for retrieving information
that is complementary to a Wikipedia article specified by a user.
Our method can be summarized in the following five steps:
(1) Data collection: gathering Web pages related to the specified
article; our data collection consists of the gathered pages and
the article.
(2) Topic modeling: modeling data collection obtained in the
previous step to find latent topics in the collection.
(3) Topic analysis: analyzing latent topics to find those that can
complement the specified article.
(4) Sentences Extraction: Extracting the sentences that represent the latent topics found in the previous step.
(5) Presentation of the Results: Presenting the extracted sentences, combined with the article, to the users.
Step (1) is discussed in Section 4.1. Step (2), topic modeling of the data gathered in the previous step is conducted using
Latent Dirichlet Allocation. Specific aspects of this step are explained in Section 4.2. The topic analysis Step (3) is described in
Section 4.3. The sentence extraction process Step (4) constitutes
an important part of our method because our goal is to extract
the parts of Web pages that include the related complementary
information; this step is explained in Section 4.4. Section 4.5
introduces ideas related to the presentation of the results to the
user in a manner that is easy to access and navigate through. This
constitutes the last step of our method.
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4.1 Data Collection
Because our goal is to complement the Wikipedia article from
the Web, the quality of the information retrieved from the Web is
expected to have a direct impact on the information retrieved using our method. In the Web, we encounter disambiguation problems when dealing with results obtained from search engines. Because Step (1) of our method gathers pages using a search engine,
it is important for certain Wikipedia subject to retrieve pages that
are related to that subject and to discard those that are not. In
this matter, we use the first sentence of the specified article. We
take advantage of the writing style of most Wikipedia articles: the
first sentence of an article is usually a general introduction of the
definition of the article’s subject. We presume that the words in
this first sentence can be important identifiers to eliminate unrelated pages. From this sentence, we retain only the nouns. They
constitute specific words that we use to test the relatedness of the
Web pages obtained by querying the search engines. After selecting the specific words, we discard the Web pages obtained from
the search engines based on whether they include those specific
words or not. Web pages that include fewer than two of these
words were discarded. We use Google search engine throughout
our experiments.
The gathered pages and the specified article constitute our data
collection. We proceed to the next step, in which we model data
to extract the latent topics in data collection.
4.2 Topic Modeling Using Latent Dirichlet Allocation
Latent Dirichlet Allocation, abbreviated to LDA, is a probabilistic generative model proposed by Blei et al. [1]. LDA assumes that every document is a distribution over a mixture of
topics for which a topic is a probability distribution over words,
as depicted in Fig. 1.
Let K be the positive integer parameter specified as the number of latent topics, and let N be the size of the vocabulary. The
generative process associated with LDA is the following:
• For each latent topic zi for 1 ≤ i ≤ K, sample a multinomial distribution ϕi of N words from a Dirichlet distribution
Dir(β) with Dirichlet parameter β.
• For each document d, do the following (a) and (b).
(a) Choose “topic distribution” θd of document d such that
θd ∼ Dir(α), where α is a Dirichlet parameter.
(b) For each word n in document d, do the following (i) and (ii).

Fig. 1

LDA: a generative graphical model. D denotes the number of documents.
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(i) Choose a topic zd,n ∼ θd .
(ii) Choose a word wd,n ∼ ϕzd,n .
Note that topic distribution θd of document d is the distribution
of the probability of document d to be generated by each latent
topic. For a set of documents, we can compute the topic distribution of the set by summing up θd of each document in the set and
normalizing the sum.
The idea behind LDA is linked to human processes that take
place while writing about a certain topic. First, a person has an
idea of which topic about which we want to talk or write. Subsequently, that person chooses the words that can express the idea
of that topic.
We regard LDA as suitable for our goal, which is to extract
information from a topical perspective, because general articles
on the Web can cover multiple topics. By applying LDA to a set
of documents, we can obtain a topic distribution of an arbitrary
subset of documents for K latent topics. Because the latent topics
are common to the set of documents, we can compute the diﬀerence between the topic distribution of a subset of documents and
that of another subset. In addition, LDA assigns values to words
indicating their relevance to the diﬀerent topics. These values can
help in the sentence retrieval process using these values to assign
each sentence a weight representing the relevance to each topic.
Let N be the number of Web pages retrieved by Step (1),
as described in Section 4.1, and let aw represent the specified
Wikipedia article. Let C = {d1 , . . . , dN , aw } be the data collection obtained through Step (1). We apply LDA to the collection
C to obtain the latent topics of C and to assess the probability that
each document of C = {d1 , . . . , dN , aw } is generated by each latent
topic. As explained above, applying LDA to C, we can obtain the
topic distribution of an arbitrary subset of C for K latent topics
common to all the documents. Therefore, by including aw in C,
we can obtain the topic distribution of C and that of aw , called the
topic distribution of the Wikipedia article, for the same K latent
topics. Consequently, we can compute the diﬀerence of the topic
distributions. If we apply LDA to C  = {d1 , . . . , dN } and aw independently, then the latent topics for C  should be diﬀerent from
those for aw . Therefore, we could not compute the diﬀerence of
topic distributions if we do not include aw in C. We then analyze
the diﬀerence to select which latent topics are not included in the
Wikipedia article or which have a high probability of providing
more detailed information than that which the article includes.
This latent topic selection process is explained in the next section.

Similarly, let p(zi , aw ) represent the topic distribution for aw ,
i.e., the probability that topic zi generates the Wikipedia article
aw .
When the probability value for latent topic zi and the collection C is higher than the probability value for the same topic and
the Wikipedia article aw , i.e., when p(zi , C) − p(zi , aw ) > 0, we
consider that a high probability exists of finding complementary
information related to that particular latent topic in the collection.
Therefore, this latent topic is selected in our approach. If the
value p(zi , aw ) is near to zero for selected latent topic zi , then the
topic might not be covered in the Wikipedia article. In this case,
information obtained from the Web for the topic would be classified into the information improving topic coverage explained
in Section 2. Otherwise, the selected topic might be covered in
the Wikipedia article partly. Then, information obtained from the
Web for the topic would be classified into the detailed information explained in Section 2. A possible future work is to construct
an automatic classification of the information obtained from the
Web for each selected topic.
This analysis leads us to the next process that is extraction of
sentences most related to the topic having a higher topic distribution in the collection than in the Wikipedia article.
4.4 Sentences Extraction
After comparison of the topic probability distribution of both
the Wikipedia article and the collection, we proceed to sentence
extraction from the selected latent topics that we regard as having
a high percentage of complementary information with respect to
the Wikipedia article. Let T represent the set of all the selected
latent topics. The process retrieves the sentences most related to
each topic zi ∈ T . First, we select document dmax that has the
highest probability of generating the topic zi using the following
formula:
dmax = arg max(p(zi | d j ))
dj

Then, we retrieve s sentences that have the highest score of representing topic zi from the document dmax , where s is a positive
integer parameter specified by the user. Let w(x | zi ) represent the
weight that each sentence x in the document dmax belongs to the
topic zi . In addition, let p(wr | zi ) be the probability that word
wr belongs to topic zi , which is obtained by the LDA process.
w(x | zi ) is computed using the following expression:

w(x | zi ) =
p(wr | zi ),
wr ∈x

4.3 Topic Analysis
We compare the topic distribution of the Wikipedia article to
the topic distribution of the entire collection C. Recall that the
topic distribution of a document is the distribution of the probability of the document to be generated by each latent topic. Let
p(zi | d j ) represent the probability that latent topic zi generates
document d j . Let D be the set of documents that have a probability of being generated by latent topic zi . Then the topic distribution of C is represented by the following formula:

j p(zi | d j )
p(zi , C) =
.
|D|
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We select the top s sentences according to the weight from the
document dmax for each topic zi .
4.5 Presentation of Results
The presentation of the results to users is an important issue
because flooding the user with information is expected to produce the opposite of the desired eﬀect. We plan to present the
sentences most related to the topics selected by our method to the
user. We also provide the link of the pages from which the sentences were extracted to enable the user to transition easily to the
source article of the complementary information.
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5. Experiments
In this section, we present our experimental settings and evaluation results. In Section 5.1, we present the data we use for our
experiments. In Section 5.2, we define the metrics. Evaluation of
the results is covered in Section 5.3. We present a running example in Section 5.4. Then, we conduct an experiment comparing
the results of our method with those of a naı̈ve method utilizing
tf-idf and cosine similarity in Section 5.5.
5.1 Data
For each query, we gather the top 50 Web pages obtained by
querying Google search engine. As a query, we use the Wikipedia
article title. We conducted experiments with the following ten
queries: “Yutaka Taniyama,” “Influvac,” “Izanagi,” “Gozan no
okuribi,” “Soumaoro Kante,” “Dufuna Canoe,” “Comoe National Park,” “Plumbosolvency,” “Agflation,” and “Bakanae.” The
words we use as queries and their definitions *3 are presented in
Table 1.
For each query, we process the Wikipedia article first sentences
to extract the specific words for our page-discriminative approach
Table 1
ID
1

Queries
Yutaka Taniyama

2

Influvac

3

Gozan no Okuribi

4

Izanagi

5

Soumaoro

6

Dufuna Canoe

7

*3

Comoe National Park

8

Plumbosolvency

9

Agflation

10

Bakanae

Queries.

Definition
Yutaka Taniyama (Japanese: 谷 山 豊
Taniyama Yutaka; November 12, 1927,
Kisai near Tokyo – November 17, 1958,
Tokyo) was a Japanese mathematician
known for the Taniyama–Shimura conjecture.
Influvac is a sub-unit vaccine produced
and marketed by Abbott Laboratories.
Gozan no Okuribi (五山の送り火), more
commonly known as Daimonji (大文字),
is a festival in Kyoto, Japan.
Izanagi (イザナギ, recorded in the Kojiki as 伊邪那岐 and in the Nihon Shoki
as 伊弉諾) is a deity born of the seven
divine generations in Japanese mythology
and Shinto, and is also referred to in the
roughly translated Kojiki as “male-whoinvites” or Izanagi-no-mikoto.
Soumaoro Kante (var.: Sumanguru Kante)
was a thirteenth century king of the Sosso
people.
Dufuna canoe is an 8000-year-old canoe
discovered by Fulani herdsman in Nigeria
in 1987.
Comoe National Park is a national park
in northeastern Cote d’Ivoire as well as a
UNESCO World Heritage Site since its inception in 1983.
Plumbosolvency is the ability of a solvent,
notably water, to dissolve lead.
Agflation, a term coined in the late first
decade of the 21st century, describes generalized inflation led by rises in agricultural commodity prices.
Bakanae (pronounced “ba-ka-na-eh,”
not “ba-ka-nay.”) or bakanae disease
(Bakanae-byo), from the Japanese for
“foolish seedling,” is a disease that infects
rice plants.

The definitions were extracted from the Wikipedia article about the same
subject. We use the first sentence of the article in each case.
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explained in Section 4.1. These specific words are used to discard
pages that are unrelated to the Wikipedia article subject. We used
the Stanford NLP parser *4 for this purpose. Specific words extracted from the first sentences are summarized in Table 2.
We used 10 pages for each query as the result of our pagediscriminative approach. We used such a few pages for the evaluation to be eﬀective because human evaluators reading many
pages and extracting the topics present a diﬃcult task. We processed the vocabulary by removing stop words and split each Web
page at the sentence level for the sentence retrieval step.
We also evaluated the eﬀectiveness of our approach to retrieve
pages that are related to the Wikipedia article main subject. The
goal is to determine if this approach is truly eﬀective to discriminate irrelevant pages. We obtained a recall value more than 90%
for our method for most queries. However, for Izanagi we obtained a recall value of about 18%, which results from the fact
that mostly in the Web pages synonym of the specific terms retrieved by our approach were mostly used. Therefore, the use of
synonyms can help improve the eﬀectiveness of this approach.
5.2 Metrics
To evaluate our complementary information retrieval process,
metrics that can capture the eﬀectiveness of our method constitute a key issue. The main reason is that it is not easy to quantify
information. The purpose of our evaluation can be resumed in the
following tasks:
• Is our method able to retrieve novel information from the set
of Web pages obtained from the Web?
• To what extent are the retrieved sentences for a topic to be
analyzed using our method semantically related?
• What is our method of coverage of the topics not included
in the Wikipedia article, but which are covered in the Web
pages?
We below explain the used metrics. In the following expressions, s represents the number of sentences retrieved for each
latent topic. |T | represents the number of latent topics selected
using our complementary information retrieval process, as described in Section 4.4.

Table 2
Queries
Yutaka Taniyama
Influvac
Gozan no Okuribi
Izanagi
Soumaoro
Dufuna Canoe
Comoe National Park
Plumbosolvency
Agflation
Bakanae

*4

Specific words.

Specific Words
Japanese, November, Kisai, Tokyo, Mathematician, Conjecture, Taniyama-Shimura
Vaccine, Abbott, Laboratories
Daimonji, Festival, Kyoto, Japan
Kojiki, Nihon, Shoki, Deity, Divine, malewho-invites
Sumanguru, Century, King, Sosso, People
Canoe, Year, Fulani, Herdsman, Nigeria
National, Park, Cote d’Ivoire, UNESCO,
World, Heritage, Site, Inscription
Solvent, Water, Lead
Term, Decade, Century, Inflation, Rises,
Agricultural, Commodity, Prices
Disease, Bakanae-byo, Seedling, Rice,
Plant

http://nlp.stanford.edu/software/tagger.shtml
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Purity
The s sentences for each selected latent topic can be regarded
as a cluster. The purity metric helps evaluate the cohesion of the
clusters. That is, we analyze the sentences retrieved for each selected latent topic and check whether the sentences are related
to a common human-based topic. Let CL(zi , s) be the set of s
sentences for selected latent topic zi . Thus, |CL(zi , s)| = s for
every zi . Let ht(zi ) be the number of human-based topics found
in CL(zi , s). Then, purity(zi )@s representing the purity of the
cluster CL(zi , s) of using s as a parameter is defined as
purity(zi )@s = max m j /s,
1≤ j≤ht(zi )

where m j is the number of sentences judged as belonging to the jth human-based topic. The overall purity using s as a parameter,
denoted as purity@s, is the weighted average of purity(zi )@s for
1 ≤ i ≤ |T |:
 

|CL(zi , s)|purity(zi )@s
|CL(zi , s)|
purity@s =
1≤zi ≤|T |

=

1≤zi ≤|T |



1
purity(zi )@s.
|T | 1≤z ≤|T |
i

A high value of purity signifies that a high number of retrieved
sentences for each selected latent topic are related thematically.
Novelty
This metric helps evaluate the degree to which new information
is retrieved by our method for the selected latent topics. A high
value of novelty implies that a high value of novel information is
retrieved.
Let N(zi , s) be the set of sentences providing a new information among CL(zi , s), the top s sentences for selected latent topic
zi . Then, we define the novelty, denoted as novelty@s, using the
parameter s mathematically using the following expression:
1  |N(zi , s)|
|T | 1≤z ≤|T | |CL(zi , s)|
i
1 
=
|N(zi , s)|.
|T | · s z

novelty@s =

i

Topic Coverage
This metric helps evaluate the extent to which human-based
topics that are represented in the Web pages but which are not
included in the Wikipedia article are being retrieved. Let tcollection
be the set of human-based topics found in the collection, and let
tWikipedia be the set of human-based topics found in the Wikipedia
article. Let tmethod (s) be the set of human-based topics which belong to tcollection \tWikipedia and found in union ∪1≤i≤|T |CL(zi , s); the
union is exactly the set of sentences retrieved for all the selected
latent topics. Then, the topic coverage, denoted as coverage@s,
using paramater s is defined as
coverage@s =

5.3 Experimental Evaluation and Results
We describe the evaluation methodology and present the results
we obtained for our dataset.
We use Phan’s LDA Java implementation *5 to run Latent
Dirichlet Allocation on the collection. Dirichlet parameters α and
β are set to 50/K and 0.1 respectively, where K is the number of
latent topics. Previous researches [5], [6], [15] found that these
values are suitable for broad categories of text data.
5.3.1 Evaluation Methodology
Ten people assessed the purity, novelty, and topic coverage of
our proposed method. Because knowledge of the subject constitutes an important aspect in the quality of the evaluation itself,
the evaluators were asked to read the collection composed of the
Wikipedia article and the pages retrieved from the Web. After
having knowledge related to the collection, they were asked to
evaluate the sentences retrieved by our method. For purity and
novelty, they were asked to determine if sentences were related
thematically and also if they included novel information related
to the Wikipedia article subject. For topic coverage, the evaluators were asked to select information from the collection of Web
pages not included in the Wikipedia article but which they regarded as important, and to evaluate the information to ascertain
if it was retrieved using our method.
5.3.2 Results
We present the averages of the values obtained for the purity,
novelty, and topic coverage.
Purity
We obtained a good level of purity for the retrieved information; the average values for all the queries of more than 60% in
most cases, as shown in Fig. 2. The retrieved sentences in most
cases are identifiable by a human assessor as corresponding to
a particular human-based topic with only a few sentences from
other topics mixed. They are easily classified by users. Note that
our purity metric provides a value of 1 when s = 1, because every
selected latent topic is represented by this sentence only.
We conclude that although we used only a few pages for our
evaluation, this fact did not constitute a major problem in retrieving well-grouped sentences.
Novelty
To estimate the eﬀectiveness of our method for the retrieval of
new information for each selected latent topic which we consider

|tmethod (s)|
.
|tcollection \ tWikipedia |

Because no well-known automatic approach exists for our purpose to evaluate the information retrieved by our method, we ask
human evaluators to analyze the topic retrieved using our method
and evaluate them.
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Fig. 2
*5

Average purity.
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not well covered in the Wikipedia article, we compute the novelty
over the data.
Figure 3 shows that, from K = 15 and above, more than 60%
of the retrieved sentences are novel information. These results
demonstrate that our method is eﬀective in retrieving novel complementary information.
Topic Coverage
The coverage of all the topics in the collection constitutes one
of our main goals. Good coverage of all the topics or aspects that
are identifiable by humans as important to a subject frees users
from a time-consuming process to obtain this complementary information.
In contrast to the purity and novelty, the topic coverage varies
widely as the query changes. Therefore, we illustrate the topic
coverage setting s = 5 for each of the ten queries varying K from
10 to 25 (Fig. 4). The IDs of the 10 queries are described in Table 1. For example, query 1 is “Yutaka Taniyama,” query 2 is
“Influvac.” When K = 10, the topic coverage is relatively low,
0.58 on average. The number |T | of selected latent topics becomes small if K is small, because |T | ≤ K holds. If |T | is not
large enough to cover the human-based topics for a query, then
the topic coverage for the query becomes worse. Consequently,
the topic coverage would be low if K is too small. For example, the worst result is obtained for query 6 and K = 10. On the
other hand, our method setting K ≥ 15 could find a large portion
of the human-based topics not included in the Wikipedia articles.
The average topic coverage is about 0.72 when K = 15, 0.78
when K = 20, and 0.89 when K = 25. Therefore, our method

is eﬀective for retrieving important information, from a human
perspective, that is not included in the Wikipedia article.
Overall
From these results, we can conclude that our method is useful
for users who seek complementary information from a collection
of pages. For a user wondering if an article oﬀers good coverage
of the subject or desiring to have a quick general view, our method
can be instrumental. Our method can also contribute greatly to
helping Wikipedia contributors in upgrading Wikipedia articles
because it retrieves important information that is not included in
the article and presents it to users. It enables contributors to have
a view of what is important in the collection without taking the
time to read numerous pages, thereby saving time and eﬀort. We
found experimentally that a number of topics of 15 ≤ K ≤ 25
provides good results.
5.4 Case Study
We present a case study for a query that is representative of a
Wikipedia short and stub article.
5.4.1 Yutaka Taniyama
Purity
We present the results for the diﬀerent values of K, the number
of latent topics, and the number of retrieved sentences s. Figure 5 shows that the sentences retrieved using our method are
well grouped. The value of purity is higher than 60%, which is
an acceptable range because the obtained results are easily classifiable by a human.
Novelty
Figure 6 illustrates the novelty of the sentences obtained by
our method, varying K and s. For K = 15 and higher values,

Fig. 3 Average novelty.
Fig. 5

Fig. 4 Topic coverage for each query.
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Purity for Yutaka Taniyama.

Fig. 6 Novelty for Yutaka Taniyama.
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more than 50% of retrieved sentences were novel sentences. Our
method is eﬀective for retrieving new information.
Topic Coverage
First, we enumerate the human-based topics which evaluators
regarded as important in the collection, but which are not fully
covered in the Wikipedia article:
• Yutaka Taniyama’s hobbies
• The fact that he was a sickly child.
• College life (University)
• Participation in a symposium
• Book
• Detailed information about his research (Eﬀects, Contribution, Fermat Theorem)
The last human-based topic is partly covered in the Wikipedia
article. Therefore, the information obtained from the Web for
the topic is information improving topic coverage explained in
Section 2. Because the others are not covered in the Wikipedia
article, the obtained information for them is detailed information
explained in Section 2.
We list below the retrieved sentences for two selected latent
topics, named topics [a] and [b], obtained by our method setting
K = 20 and s = 5.
Topic [a]:
- Yutaka Taniyama, whose insights ultimately engendered the
solution, killed himself in 1958.
- Leonhard Euler, the greatest mathematician of the eighteenth
century, had to admit defeat.
- Whole and colorful lives were devoted, and even sacrificed,
in finding a proof.
- Sophie Germain took on the identity of a man to do research
in a field forbidden to females, and made the most significant
breakthrough of the nineteenth century.
- And then came Princeton professor Andrew Wiles, who had
dreamed of proving Fermat’s last theorem ever since he first
read of it as a boy of ten in his local library.
Topic [b]:
- Taniyama’s fame is mainly caused by two problems posed
by him at the symposium on algebraic number theory held
in Tokyo in 1955 (His meeting with Weil at this symposium
was to have a major influence on Taniyama’s work).
- Shimura later worked with Taniyama on this idea that modular forms and elliptic curves are linked and this form the
basis of the Taniyama–Shimura conjecture: Every elliptic
curve defined over the rational field is a factor of the Jacobian of a modular function field.
- Taniyama studied mathematics at the University of Tokyo after the end of World War II, and here he developed a friendship with another student named Goro Shimura.
- I don’t quite understand it myself, but it is not the result of a
particular incident, nor of a specific matter.
- Regarding the reason for taking his life he says: Until yesterday I had no definite intention of killing myself.
From Topic [a] we have information about other mathematicians who devoted their lives to solving a problem to which
Taniyama’s contribution constitutes a stepping stone to the solution. Furthermore, information is given about Andrew Wiles, who
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used Taniyama’s result, was able to prove Fermat’s last theorem.
From Topic [b] we have information about the fact that Taniyama
studied at the University of Tokyo and developed a friendship
there with Shimura. We also have detailed information about his
theory.
5.4.2 Influvac
In the case of “Influvac,” the purity and the novelty are fairly
high; the former is higher than 0.6 and the latter is higher than 0.8
when K ≥ 15 and s = 5.
For topic coverage, the following human-based topics are covered in the collection:
• Description
• Composition
• Pharmacology, Action
• Dosage
• Administration
• Storage
• Eﬀects (including general eﬀects, interaction, before receiving Influvac, after receiving Influvac, children, elderly, pregnancy and lactation as human-based subtopics)
The Wikipedia article for “Influvac” explain “Description” topic
only. Therefore, the information obtained from the Web for the
topic is information improving topic coverage; the obtained information for the other topics is detailed information. In contrast
to the Wikipedia article, our method was able to cover more than
90% of the human-based topics in the collection that are not contained in the Wikipedia article when K = 20 and s = 5. For example, our method found the following sentence for a latent topic
corresponding to human-based subtopic “Eﬀects for pregnancy”:
“For pregnant women with medical conditions that increase their
risk of complications from the flu, administration of the vaccine
is recommended, irrespective of their stage of pregnancy.”
Similarly, our method found a number of sentences covering
human-based topics not contained in Wikipedia for the other eight
queries. Therefore, our method could complement information of
Wikipedia eﬀectively utilizing the Web.
5.5 Comparison with a Naı̈ve Method
In order to confirm the eﬀectiveness of our method, we compare the results of our method to those of a naı̈ve method using
tf-idf and the cosine similarity.
Given a query, the naı̈ve method analyzes the result pages of
our page-discriminative approach, as well as our method, explained in Section 4.1. Specifically, the naı̈ve method first converts the result pages and the Wikipedia article into vectors using
tf-idf. Then, this method computes the cosine similarity between
the vector of the Wikipedia article and that of each result page,
and chooses the top t pages dissimilar from the Wikipedia article
as candidate pages containing information not included in the article. We set t = 7 throughout our experiment. The method then
converts all sentences in each of the t pages into vectors using
tf-idf. Finally, for each of the t pages, the method computes the
cosine similarity between the vector of the page with that of each
sentence in the page, and outputs the top s sentences similar to
the page as sentences representative of the page, where s is the
same parameter as that used in our method.
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Fig. 7

Comparison of average purity.

method achieve higher topic coverage than the naı̈ve method does
except two queries 5 and 6. Because our method setting K > 15
produces better results for these queries as depicted in Fig. 4, the
small value K = 15 would be a reason of the low topic coverage
as explained in Section 5.3.2. One of the interesting challenges
in future work is to choose the optimal number of latent topics
automatically. The average topic coverage of our method is 0.72,
which is significantly higher than that of the naı̈ve method, 0.48.
The topic coverage of the naı̈ve method could be fairly small, say
less than 0.4. In contrast, the coverage of ours is higher than 0.4
for every query.
As a result, we confirm that our method outperforms the naı̈ve
method. Therefore, the proposed idea used in our method is effective in finding complementary information for Wikipedia from
the Web.

6. Discussion

Fig. 8 Comparison of average novelty.

Fig. 9 Comparison of topic coverage.

We compare the results of our method setting K = 15 and those
of the naı̈ve method. Figures 7 and 8 depict the results for purity and novelty, respectively. Recall that the purity must be 1
when s = 1. The purity of our method becomes superior to that
of the naı̈ve method as s increases. This fact indicates that the
naı̈ve method using tf-idf could not choose sentences of a common topic when s is large because the method does not consider
topics. The novelty of our method is higher than that of the naı̈ve
method regardless the value of s.
Figure 9 illustrates the topic coverage of our method and the
naı̈ve method setting s = 5 for each of the ten queries. The indexes of the queries are the same as those used in Fig. 4. Our
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Retrieving complementary information, that is, new information or detailed information, is a diﬃcult task because similar information can be translated diﬀerently in diﬀerent articles according to the writer’s language level, understanding of the subject,
and so on. For example, in some articles, a piece of information
can be summarized in one sentence, whereas in other articles the
same information is extended to an entire paragraph. Another
problem is the fact that information related to one topic can be
dispersed throughout the article. The challenge of not flooding
the user with unnecessary information is also important.
In our experiments, we mostly obtained the same range of
value for the purity of the topics retrieved by LDA. However on a
novelty level, we can observe a great variation of value according
to the fact that the Wikipedia article included less information or
not. For a Wikipedia article about a subject such as “Influvac”
or “Plumbosolvency,” which includes a small amount of information, mostly all retrieved information can be regarded as novel
information.
Although we were able to retrieve novel information, duplicate information constitutes a problem because diﬀerent selected
topics can retrieve the same sentences. Aggregating the retrieved
results on their similarity can be helpful in that matter.
Two major elements play an important role in the quality of
the retrieved information. First, we have the number of pages we
use as a dataset, also linked to the precedent element is the number of topics for the LDA process. Because diﬀerent subjects can
cover numerous topics and some just a few, choosing the number
of topics can become an issue. The experiment results show improvement of the value of purity with an increase of the number
of topics, but at K = 15 and above, little diﬀerence is apparent.
We plan to conduct more experiments to elucidate this matter.
Although complementing Wikipedia articles from the Web
presents many advantages, one important issue to consider is the
fact that information related to the Web can be misleading in
many aspects. Many studies [2], [3], [9] have been done to evaluate the trustworthiness of Wikipedia articles. Although we do
not address this problem in this work, we consider the question
interesting and plan to investigate it in future work.
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7. Future Work
Our method for selecting the data considers specific words extracted from the Wikipedia article first sentence. It enables an
eﬃcient page discriminative process. However, the use of synonyms can help reduce the number of non-selected pages related
to the topic. Query expansion techniques can also be used to
widen the coverage of the related topic.
In the current state of our work, most of the parameters, especially the number of topics for the LDA process, are chosen
manually. To have a fully automatic process, we plan to investigate Hierarchical Dirichlet Processes [16], which automatically
infers the number of topics for a given collection of data.
The presentation of the results to the user constitutes an important task because we do not want the user to be overwhelmed with
too much information. We plan to analyze ways to present information in a user friendly manner that enables the user to navigate
easily through the complementary information. Finding a threshold for which information to present and which can not also be a
way to regulate the amount of information that are presented to
the user.
During the course of our evaluation, we had sentences including the same information as that in the Wikipedia article, but
written in a diﬀerent way, which were also retrieved. Removing
these sentences from the extracted sentences helps reduce noise
in the retrieved results. We plan to investigate how the structure
of a Web page and the analysis of the textual content of the page
coupled with natural language processing techniques can help us
have an eﬃcient complementary information extraction process.
Many techniques are useful to improve the quality of the topic
retrieved by LDA such as removal of words that are not sensebearing.
Our method is also useful for automatic link suggestions in
Wikipedia because it enables the identification of topics and
pages including novel information. The links that our method
can provide are based not only on the relatedness of the article to
the Wikipedia article but also on the knowledge contribution of
the suggested links.
Wikipedia articles sometimes present trustworthiness and bias
issues, especially for sensitive topics such as politics and history.
In that matter, we plan to investigate how information retrieved
from the Web can help in analyzing Wikipedia article trustworthiness and also bias.

mation about a certain topic.
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8. Conclusion
We presented a method to complement the information included in a Wikipedia article with information retrieved from
the Web. We defined complementary information of two types:
information not included in the Wikipedia article and information providing more details related to a certain topic covered in
the Wikipedia article. Our method, based on a probabilistic approach, takes into account the fact that a document can include
multiple topics. Our experiments showed that our method was
able to retrieve valuable complementary information. Therefore
our method proved useful not only for the updating process of
Wikipedia, but also to find pages that have more detailed infor-
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